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Why does it matter? 

 Why order tests if the results do not make any difference to clinical/treatment 
decisions? 

 Test results will have an impact on patient outcomes, provided they correctly 
guide clinical and treatment decisions made by physicians 

 Not easy to study: if all doctors followed sound evidence-based guidelines 
on disease management, then testing MUST clearly influence treatment 
decisions and there is no need to study it! 

 Reality: “empirical” management of syndromes in the absence of any 
diagnostic confirmation 

 Big difference between resource-limited vs. resource-constrained settings 
 In resource-rich settings, over-testing and overdiagnoses may be problem! 

 Lack of access to good diagnostics is another big problem 

 If medical practice is mostly non-evidence based, then there can be no real 
connection between testing and outcomes! 



“The principal way in which testing leads to changes in a patient’s health is 
through changes in clinical decision making and management, guided by 
these test results. The latter includes selecting, starting, stopping, or 
modifying treatment; ordering more tests; or watchful waiting.” [Bossuyt et 
al. Med Desic Making 2009] 
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Change in physician’s decisions or behavior is an 
intermediate step for improvement in patient outcomes 

A simplistic model 
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Underuse or overuse of diagnostics; 
empiricism; access to labs; patient’s 

SES; easier to give antibiotics; medical 
training 

Cannot afford the test; does not 
believe in testing; unhappy with 
doctors who ask for tests; wants 

quick therapy 

Cannot do it well; charges a lot of 
money; need to give kickbacks to 

doctors; imported tests are expensive; 
half-volume testing; kitchen sink testing 

Results do not get reported in time; no standards; 
no quality assurance; POC tests are not used at 

POC 

Doctor does not act on results 
(quality, lack of trust); has 

already given empiric 
therapy 

Doctor orders inappropriate or 
inaccurate tests; orders 

unnecessary test for kickbacks; has 
own lab that needs business 

A very realistic model 
(in India) 

No impact on patient 
outcomes 



Therefore, a key consideration 

 Changes (or lack thereof) in physician or provider 
“behaviour” is necessary but is plagued problems: 
 Doctors may know something (knowledge), say 

something (intent), and do (practice) something else 
altogether! 
 E.g. prescription studies vs. audits vs. incognito standardized 

patient based methods 



Example: influenza RIDTs 



Example: 
malaria 
RDTs 



Some TB examples 



Did not directly estimate 
change in clinical decisions, but 
indirectly estimated it 
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Impact on clinical decisions are 
important but not easy to study 

 How doctors act on tests will be influenced/confounded by: 
 Their practice environment (evidence-based/protocol-driven or not; public 

vs. private; HMO vs. not, developed vs. developing country, etc.) 

 How quickly test results get fed back to the doctors who need them 

 Hard to study if a test is not approved for clinical use (will need to 
estimate hypothetical impact) 

 Even within a health system, MDs may vary in their behaviours for the same 
condition (“variation in practice quality”) 



Impact on clinical decisions are 
important but not easy to study 

 How doctors act on tests will be influenced/confounded by: 
 Retrospective audits can be misleading – one can never quite tell if the 

change in management was definitely because of the test result – unless 
MDs explicitly recorded the rationale for the change (quality of medical 
records) 

 Prospective studies are better but the study itself can potentially influence 
the MDs to alter their behaviours 

 If empiricism is widespread, it is hard to tease out what role, if any, a test 
is playing 

 Differences between knowledge and actual practice 

 Change in behaviour is only a “surrogate” for downstream patient 
outcomes: 
 Behaviour might change, but outcomes may not! 
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